4.05 CHAIRS AND PROGRAM COORDINATORS (from 2019-2022 KPU-KFA Collective Agreement)
(a)

The Employer agrees to establish, maintain and continue the positions of chair and
coordinator agreed to at LMRC unless there are demonstrable reasons for discontinuing
the position(s).

(b)

Whenever a vacancy arises for a chair it shall be filled by the following process:

(c)

(i)

all faculty members of the discipline(s) or program(s) or closest related
discipline(s) or program(s) shall be eligible to vote for chair;

(ii)

all regular faculty members of the discipline(s) or program(s) or closest
related discipline(s) or program(s) shall be eligible to be elected as chairs;

(iii)

normally, the chair shall be elected for a three-year term. However,
alternate terms of service may be agreed to by the parties;

(iv)

the administrator responsible shall offer an appointment to the faculty
member(s) so chosen;

(i)

vacancies for program coordinators will be filled in accordance with
procedures described in Article 4.02;

(ii)

a coordinator's term of appointment is for a maximum period of three (3)
years.

(d)

Duties and responsibilities of chairs and coordinators will include those agreed to at
LMRC. Additional duties and responsibilities applying to a specific
discipline/program will be mutually agreed upon by the Chair/Coordinator and their
Dean after consultation with the discipline/program.

(e)

(i)

(ii)

the incumbent(s) can be removed at any time from the position of chair or
coordinator:
-

by majority vote of the faculty members present and voting at a
duly called meeting of the discipline(s) or program(s);

-

or by the Employer for just and reasonable cause.

upon completion of a term(s) as a chair or a coordinator or removal from a chair
or coordinator position, the faculty member will resume their former regular
position or an equivalent position without loss of seniority and benefits.

(f)

A chair or coordinator may serve for a maximum of two consecutive three-year terms
unless otherwise agreed to, pursuant to (b)(iii) above.

(g)

If a current faculty member was hired to be a coordinator and failure to be re- appointed
would result in a layoff, or where there is only one faculty member in a discipline/program,
or if agreed to by a majority vote of the faculty members in the discipline/program and
approved by the Dean, the limit for coordinator contained in Article 4.05(f) will not apply.

(h)

When a vacancy is unable to be filled by the above process, it is understood that the
administration will assume the duties normally performed by the chair or program
coordinator. Every effort shall be made to fill the vacancy in a timely manner.

(i)

Time assignments for chairs and coordinators are identified and maintained by LMRC.

Appendix B – RESPONSIBILITIES OF A CHAIR/COORDINATOR at
Kwantlen Polytechnic University
Chairs and coordinators are collegial leaders and are an essential part of department, faculty, student,
and institutional success in meeting our academic aspirations. Chairs and coordinators liaise between
department colleagues and the Dean’s office. They rely upon collegial communication and participation
from department colleagues to ensure effectiveness in the role.
As collegial academic leaders, chairs and coordinators consult regularly with department colleagues to
establish departmental priorities. They then consult with the Dean to finalize and sign off on priorities.
Chairs and coordinators do not have a different level of authority from their department colleagues.
The Dean’s office is invested with authority to supervise faculty members.
Recognizing the diversity of needs and structures of different departments, the following outlines the
broad activities which may fall under the responsibility of the chair or coordinator. Not all activities will
apply.
1. ED-PLANNING, CURRICULUM DESIGN, AND IMPLEMENTATION
Ed-Planning and Timetabling






Consult with Deans and colleagues regarding educational plan
Consult with the Dean’s office on enrolment and projected trends
Provide input to Dean on the review, development or revision of program and/or mix of course
offerings
In consultation with Dean’s office, colleagues and administrative assistant, recommend studentcentered timetables
Consult with advisory committees, and/or other programs or agencies as applicable

Monitor Educational Plan



Provide input on student and employer demand
Make recommendations about student recruitment as necessary

Curriculum Design and Implementation


Ensure tasks related to curriculum design and implementation are carried out by the
department, not necessarily the chair/coordinator. These may Include:
o Review of calendar and timetable related to department
o Oversee/participate in the design of new courses/programs
o Review and recommend admission requirements for program and prerequisites for
courses
o Participate in program review
o Monitor the implementation of new curriculum/courses
o Liaise with colleagues in different departments offering program courses
o Participate in development of program courses

o
o

Participate in preparation of submissions for approval by professional organizations
Monitor current trends in courses and pedagogy

2. INTERNAL CO-ORDINATION
Within Department















Foster educational practices that ensure course outline outcomes are met, such as course
presentations
Assist faculty colleagues as appropriate with student issues such as students at risk of failing;
student conduct; work/practicum concerns; or other classroom concerns
Help identify emerging educational support opportunities for departments
Ensure regular department meetings are held
Bring forward emergent issues and need to the attention of the Dean’s Office
Encourage ongoing support for new faculty (e.g.: orientation, mentoring)
Circulate information from the Dean as requested
Facilitate appropriate faculty representation on search committees by ensuring annual elections
occur
Foster effective working relationships within the department
Consult with the Dean on departmental budget
In coordination with appropriate persons, order and/or oversee departmental/program
equipment and supplies
Refer issues and problems to Dean’s office as appropriate
Foster effective working relationship with Dean’s Office through regular meetings and/or other
measures as mutually agreed
Foster effective working relationship with departmental assistant as applicable

Within Kwantlen Polytechnic University






Promote department/program representation on appropriate KPU committees
Facilitate department/program representation in planning processes
Provide general on-going liaison with Dean and other administrators on current issues
Attend regular Faculty chairs’ meetings if appropriate
Liaise with admissions, educational advisors, and student services personal

3. EXTERNAL CO-ORDINATION





Facilitate representation on provincial articulation committees and steering groups
Promote liaison with professional organizations
Encourage representation in appropriate local/business/trade groups/other institutions
Attend/ensure attendance at functions for student recruitment (e.g.: career fairs, open houses)

GUIDELINES REGARDING CHAIRS AND
COORDINATORS
June 23, 2006
Chairs and Coordinators are faculty for whom the primary responsibility and function is
teaching and otherwise facilitating the learning process for students. At many colleges
and universities, a faculty member in a department may be assigned to look after
various administrative tasks for that faculty group. These tasks may include timetabling
of courses, liaising with other departments, acting as a spokesperson for the
department, liaising with external bodies such as professional or trade associations, etc.
Faculty in the academic disciplines at Kwantlen have historically been called convenors.
Faculty in the program areas, have historically been called coordinators.
NOTE: For the purposes of this document “the parties” refers to the Employer and the
Union.
The following guidelines have been established for the time assignments for faculty
doing Chair/Coordinator duties:
1. The title of “Chair” will replace that of “Convenor” (where faculty are elected to
this role). The title of “Coordinator” will remain (where faculty are appointed to
this role). Chairs/Coordinators are faculty for whom the primary responsibility and
function is instruction and otherwise facilitating the learning process for students.
They should be qualified to work in the department/area involved.
2. Article 4.05 of the Faculty Collective Agreement sets out provisions relating to
Chairs and Coordinators. (See Appendix A.) Consequential amendments from
these guidelines are in italics.

3. The attached list of Tasks of a Chair/Coordinator (Appendix B) replaces the list of
Coordinator Functions and Convenor Functions now found in the faculty
collective agreement. The list will be included in these Guidelines and maintained
by Labour Management Relations Committee. Any disputes regarding the listed
duties will be referred to the parties for final and binding resolution. If no
resolution can be found, no change will take place.
NOTE: Deans need to meet with new Chairs/Coordinators to discuss which of the listed
duties are applicable for the area and to discuss priorities.
4. Deans may request new Chair/Coordinator positions through the budget process.
The KFA will be notified of any requests for new positions being put through the
budget process.

5. Changes to chair/coordinator positions (creation, reduction, increase, deletion,
change from chair to coordinator or vice versa), will be brought forward by the
Dean with a rationale to LMRC. LMRC shall review the proposal, and make
recommendations to the parties. If no resolution is reached at LMRC, there will
be no change, except as noted in number 6 below.
6. The time assignment for any Chair/Coordinator position may not be reduced nor
may any Chair/Coordinator position be eliminated except where a
discipline/program is cancelled before the matter is referred to LMRC. There
must be demonstrable reasons for reducing or discontinuing the position. Failing
agreement at LMRC, the reduction or discontinuance may be grieved.

7. The preferred time assignment for any Chair/Coordinator position will be onequarter time, budget permitting. Both parties recognize the usefulness of
continuous time-release. The time assignment may be more or less than ¼ time.
Individual departments or programs may apply for a different approach that is not
vested in one position.
8. A basic principle that needs to be kept in mind when considering changes to the
time assignment is that time releases need to be sufficient to allow
Chairs/Coordinators to accomplish their role, given the size and composition of
the department, its complexity, and the external relationships required.
Factors to be considered in the need for and/or amount of time
assignment include:














Number of campuses on which faculty teach/work
Number of support staff and amount of management support
Industry/Post Secondary liaison (if required)
Weeks of instruction per year
Assessment of incoming students (if required)
Time spent helping grads find jobs (if required)
Number of course sections taught in department
Diversity of course offerings taught in department
Number of levels of courses offered by the department
Number of regular faculty in the department
Number of non-regular faculty in the department
Number of teaching modes used in the department
Program events

9. In order to maintain the primacy of the instructional role in the workload of
Chair/Coordinators, where the continuing workload of a Chair/Coordinator for a
given Department or group of Departments has grown beyond what can be
reasonably accomplished in the existing time assignment, the Dean, the

Chair/Coordinator and the Department faculty may consider various options,
such as:
a.) establishing priorities
b.) additional support in the form of increased staff support (on an
occasional or permanent basis);
c.) splitting the Department or group of Departments; or
d.) supplying equipment/computers as needed
10. The list of time assignments for chairs and coordinators will be maintained by
LMRC. (See Chair/Coordinator list attached in Appendix C.) This list will be
updated as needed and will be available on the Human Resources Website and
through a link with the Collective Agreement.
11. Elections for Chairs will be held by secret ballot. All faculty in the
discipline/program (except those on inventory and not working) are eligible to
vote. A vote must be held every 3 years. The election may occur sooner, if the
Chair resigns or is removed by majority vote of the faculty present at a duly
called meeting of the discipline/department, or if the Chair is removed for just and
reasonable cause by the employer. It is the responsibility of the Dean’s office to
notify faculty that an election is due. If there is only one candidate for Chair, that
person may be acclaimed.

a. It is the responsibility of the faculty to organize and conduct the election.
That must include agreeing on someone to notify faculty about the vote, to
receive nominations, to distribute the ballots, to supervise the vote, to
count the ballots (ideally with a witness) and to announce the results. (See
Appendix D for sample ballot.) The election supervisor must be a neutral
party.
b. All regular faculty are eligible to be elected as Chair. Non-regular Type 2
faculty may be eligible to be elected as Chair in exceptional
circumstances.

c. Faculty on leave shall be sent a ballot. Failure to return the ballot by the
specified deadline will mean that their vote will not be considered.

NOTE: Chairs may temporarily be replaced on an approved leave of absence within the
above timeframes. The program/discipline/department has the choice when an
elected chair goes on extended leave, from the following options. It is
understood that the program/discipline/department will convey their decision to
the Dean and the KFA.
Options:
a. The elected chair will step down and an election will take place for a
new chair for a new three year term.
b. The elected chair will be replaced by a substitute interim chair
elected for the period of the leave only. On returning from the leave,
the original chair will resume the chair's duties until the three year
term that started with their election as chair is completed.

c. The elected chair taking leave will be replaced by a substitute interim
chair elected for the period of the leave only, on returning from the
leave, the original chair will resume the chair's duties until they have
worked a total of three years as chair.

12. If a faculty member has served as chair for a maximum of two consecutive
three year terms (in accordance with Article 4.05(f)) and there is no other
faculty member willing to stand for election, then the faculty members in
the discipline/program/department can vote to extend the term, subject to
the approval of the Dean.
13. Coordinators are appointed for 3 years (with a 3 year extension possible). The 6
year limit may be waived if there is only one faculty member in the
discipline/program or if they were hired to be a coordinator and failure to be reappointed will result in a layoff. Otherwise, the time assignment for coordinators
will be posted every 3 years. The posting may occur sooner if the Coordinator is
removed by majority vote of the faculty members present at a duly called meeting
of the discipline/program, or if the Coordinator resigns or is removed for just and
reasonable cause by the employer.
NOTE: Coordinators may temporarily be replaced on an approved leave of absence
within the above timeframes.
14. It is the responsibility of the outgoing and incoming Coordinators and Chairs to
agree on an appropriate transition date, in consultation with their Dean.

NOTE: In the initial implementation of these guidelines, to ensure that Deans do not
have too many new coordinators or chairs at one time, the above time limits may be
flexible. Any flexibility required would be reported to LMRC.
15. The parties will work on a joint orientation workshop and handbook for
Chairs/Coordinators for May of each year.
16. A Chair or Coordinator can be removed from their position as outlined in Article
4.05(e)(i) of the collective agreement.
NOTE: If a contradiction exists between the language in the Chair/Coordinator
Guidelines and the language in the Collective Agreement, the Collective Agreement
language will supersede that language contained in this document.
Harry Gray, Kwantlen Polytechnic University
Maureen Shaw, Kwantlen Faculty Association

